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Reviewer’s report:

The authors have responded adequately to most of my suggestions.

I still have a few minor concerns.

1/ Where beta coefficients are provided in the text please also include 95%CI.

2/ The description of mediation is improved. However using the formula given how was it decided if the variable was a mediator or not? eg was there a requirement for a certain magnitude of change?

3 Line 221 and 228 page 10 - the beta coefficients reported appear incorrect. For example the authors state there was a negative association with conscientiousness and DT-cog but the beta coefficient is positive (0.87).

Table 2 - Now that the coding for gender is given I don't quite understand the interpretation of the interactions. For example how do the authors determine that associations with higher conscientiousness and higher DT-cog was significant in women only? The interaction shows different effects for men and women but not that one is significant. The interpretation of the interactions needs to be carefully reviewed.
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